Lead Integrity Alert Is Useful for Assessment of Performance of Biotronik Linox Leads.
Medtronic's Lead Integrity Alert (LIA) software algorithm is useful for detecting abnormal parameters across various ICD-lead families. However, its utility in the assessment of the Biotronik Linox™ family of high-voltage (HV) leads is unknown. We conducted a retrospective cohort study to assess the performance of the LIA algorithm to detect abnormalities and lead failure in Linox ICD-leads. All LIA-enabled Medtronic devices connected to an active Linox lead were included. The alerts were adjudicated by 2 blinded electrophysiologists and correlated with clinical data. Between 2008 and 2012, data from 208 patients with 564 patient-years of follow-up were available for analysis. The median follow-up duration was 32 (IQR 21-41 months). Twenty-one LIA triggers were noted in 20 different patients. The median delay until a positive LIA was 32 months (IQR 21-41 months) postimplant with a 5-year lead survival free from LIA of 76%. Ninety-five percent (19/20) LIA alerts were true lead failures. The most common LIA triggers were short V-V intervals (85%) and nonsustained ventricular tachycardia (85%). Abrupt changes of the ICD-lead impedance occurred in 5/20 triggers. Inappropriate ICD-shocks were strongly associated with a positive LIA (30% vs. 7.4%; P = 0.006). Of the explanted Linox leads 53% had visible abnormalities. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value for lead failure in the presence of a LIA trigger were 87%, 99.5%, and 95.2%, respectively. A positive LIA trigger in Biotronik Linox ICD-leads is highly predictive of lead failure. LIA is useful in ongoing surveillance of lead performance.